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PREFACE

ISPE Special Report Number 4 is a continuation of ISPE
Special Report Number 2.

The academic year, June, 1972 to May,

1973, produced as many planetarium articles as previous years.
There wa"s, however, a significant difference this past year.

The

publication of THE PLANETARIAN made this year the first that the
articles were readily available to the entire planetarium
community.
ISPE Special Report Number

4

also includes some articles

that were not included in ISPE Special Report Number 2.

I would

like to thank those people who called my attention to articles
and sources that were previously missed.
I would be extremely interested in hearing from people who
have found the bibliography of value.
George Reed
West Chester, PA
July, 1973
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FOREWORD to ISPE Speci-al Report No.2

This work was started during a literature search for a doctoral
dissertation at the University of Pennsylvania. It was actively kept
up to date with a 3xS" card file system and finally brought into its
present form for the purpose of a literature review for the undergraduate course in planetarium education at West Chester state College
(Pa.) •
The original intent of the bibliographic review was to assess
the "state of the art" of planetarium education and to define a relevant problem area. The final intent is to allow undergraduate students to assess that "state of the art" today. The bibliography
allows these students to pursue topics with an economical use of
library tiae.
It is the editor's belief that the journal articles presented
are a realistic reflection of the development of planetarium education. The publications of the early 1960's show a great confidence
in the ability of the planetarium as an educational tool. This confidence was based upon ~ priori assumptions. The early articles also
reflect the tremendous growth taking place in the number of planetariuas being constructed. Toward the late 1960's, a more critical eye
was being turned toward the planetarium as reasearchers began to
assess its use, not with the goal of destroying it as an educational
medium but of making it as productive a medium as possible.
The greatest potential use of the bibliography probably lies in
its use by graduate students and new members of the planetarium caa.unity. A unique feature is a short analysis or description of each
listing. One finds the content of a listing is not always adequately
reflected in its title. The analysis should save library time for
the researcher. New members of the planetarium community can use
the bibliography in the develo~nt of curricula and planetarium
teaching strategies.
The .ajority of the listings are obtainable from most college
or university libraries. The ones most difficult to obtain are those
that appeared in the publications of the various planetarium societies;
however, the Regional Editors listed in THE PLANETARIAN can normally
help. The doctoral dissertations listed may all be obtained from
University Microfi~s, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan. Master theses are
not included - with a few exceptions - because of the lack of a central listinq of master thesis titles and their general inaccessibility. Newspaper articles are not i.eluded because they are not normally of an academic nature.
The degree of completeness of the bibliography could not have
been obtained without the help of Michael A. Bennett of Spitz Laboratories and Ronald N. Hartman of the Pacific Planetarium Association,
both of whom lent me their personal copies of several journals. Also
of assistance were Linton Pitluga, Gerard Muhl, Terence Dickinson,
and John Christian. I would also like to thank Joan Harmer for her
library assistance and typinq of the original manuscript. Frank
Jettner gets 'SY special thanks for believing that the bibliography
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vas worthy of beccainq ISPE Special Report No.2.

Georqe Reed
west Cheater, PA
J~ly, 1972
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1964

Baarstick., Maxine B., "How to Succeed in the Planetarium," Museum
Nsws, 43 (Dec.), pp. 17 - 21. A discussion is given of the effect
the space proqraa will have on planetarium education. SoMe ideas
are presented to meet the increased demands.
Johnson, Robert I., "The Astrologer' s Point of View, II Mt.uUI'UIlt N8fJJs, 43
(Dec.), pp. 23 - 28. An asuoncaer's view is given of planetari".s,
the prograMS and personnel, and their relationship and responsibility to the public and astronomy. The title seems to be a aisprint.
Spitz, Araand, "The Philosopher's Point of View," MUseum News, 43 (Dec.),
p. 22. A short view is presented on the role of the planetarium in
astrcnOBical education.

1965

Gilbert, Rose Bennett p III Space Aqe Education,·' M..uIeu:m News, 44 (Nov co ) II
pp. 25 - 30. A description is given of the Morehead Planetarium
(Zeis8, VI) at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill and
their program to train NASA astronauts star identification for
navigational purposes.

1966

Hall, Donald S., "What's 'Up' in Space," Poputaz. Astronomy, 60 (May June), pp. 6 - 8. A description is qiven of the Morehead Planetarium's (University of Horth Carolina) involvement in the navigation, recognition, and st.ulation training of Mercury and Gemini
astronauts.

1968

Levitt, I. M., "The Silent Stars," Nu.seum N6WB, 47 (Oct.), - pp. 18 19. A description proqraa, "The Sun and the Stars,· that was given
for deaf childr. . by use of sign language.

1969
De Graff, Jera.e V., .~ Thouqhts on Planetarium Progra.ainq,"
JtnI.l"n4Z of o.o'Logio Education, 17 (Peb.), p. 54. A discussion

is presented of the

Wle

of the planetarium as an aid of teachinq
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astrononry. "The beat possible use of a planetarium can be made if
it is not used as an isolated experience. When teaching and laboratory experiences in the classrooa are combined with the,appropriate
presentation, the planetarium fulfills its most valuable role."
Knapp, Richard So, riA Major Advance in Planetarium projectors, Zeiss
Model VI,·
Nsws, 48 (Hov.), pp. 12 - 15. An extensive description is given of the-capabilities of the Morehead Planetarium' s (Chapel Hi 11, N. C.) Zeiss Model VI,.

MUseum

1970
Lunetta, Don, "The Denver Space Transit Planetarium, Museum Ni1bJs, 49
(May), pp. 24 - 21. A description is given of the planetariua
facility (Spitz, STP) of the Denver Museum of Natural History. Tbe
philosophy behind the acquisition of the STP television - telescope
systea is presented as well as same aspects of the proqraas. • •
"Skill of cc.aunication, not just sophistication of equipment,
made the difference between success and failure in teaching scientific concepts."
II

1971
Battaglini, Dennis Wood, "An ExperiDaental Study of the Science Curriculum Improvuaent Study Involving Fourth Graders' Ability to Understand Concepts of Relative Position and Motion Using the Planetarium as a Teaching Device," unpublished doctoral dissertation, Michigan State University, 1971. As an alternative to a written test,
a planetariua oriented evaluation process was developed to test the
"Relativity" unit of the seIS project. The test consisted of 30
items with a reliability coefficient of 0.6995. The test was
administered to a class of SCIS fourth graders and 6 clas... of
non - SCIS children. An analysis of covarience showed that fourth
graders enrolled in the SCIS project had a siqriificantlygreater
ability to understand the concept of relative position and motion
than a coaparable group of students who had not received such
instruction. The difference was significant at the 0.05 level.

1972
Abell, G. 0., "And Now May I Wish You All a Very Good Morning," fiB
PLANETARIAN, 1 (Sap_), pp. 35 - 40. This article is a traJlscription of the Fourth Annual ArIIand Spitz M.-orial Banquet Lecture of
GLPA at the October, 1970 CAPE . .etinq at Michigan State University.
A description is given of the activities of thr•• astronaaers who
became interested in astronc.y through planetariu... "Many adllinisuators, I fear, have the aisconception that the way to have an
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aatrona.y proqr. . is at.ply to buy a planetariua." The relationship
that ahould exist between general public, the planetariua,. and acadeaic astroncay is explored. "With imagination and intelliqent and
thoughtful organization, an astroncay proqr_ for liberal arts students can be built around the planetariua aa the central focusing
point. "
Branley, Franklyn M., "Education in Major PlanetariUDl8," Annals of the
NtAI Yoztk Aoademy of Sciences, 198 (Auq.), pp. 192 - 198. A description i8 qiven of total astrona.y education proqraas that exist at
the ~rican Museum -HAyden Planetarium in New York City and the
data frca a survey of 20 other major planetariUllS. A major planetariua ia defined as one with a da.e diameter of 50 feet or more
and a aeatinq capacity of 250 or more.
Cobia, Le Ron W., "Abraas Planetariua," THE PLANE'.lARIAlf, 1 (June),
pp. 10 - 11. A short deacription of the Abrams Planetariua (Spitz,
STP) at Michigan State University in East Lansing, Michigan.
Curtis-Sta.ink, Anne, "Project Delph!, A Choice of Futures I A Future
of Choice.," THE PLANETARIAN, 1 (Dec.), pp. 95 - 96. Project Delphi
is an attempt to determine "The probability, feasibility, and possibility of events and conditions which will occur within the planetarium community, up to and including the year 2021." The project
is described and a request is made for prognostications.
De Graff, Jeroaae and De Graff, Sandra, "Maqic Sky: A PlanetariWD Prograa for Pre-schoolera," THE PLANETARIAN,!. (Dec.), pp. 70 - 71.
A description is qiven of the Str.senburqh Planetarium Nursery
School Proqram called "Magic Sky". The prOCjram is designed to
develop an awareness of the sky with the concentration beinCj on the
difference. between the day and niqht sky and the apparent aovement
of object. in the sky.
De Graff, Jercae V. and Haail, Fred, "Seeing Stars," THE PLANE'.lARIAN,
1 (Sep.), pp. 54 - 55. A description is given of the Strasenburgh
Planetarium's (ltochester, N. Y.) adaptation of a regular proqraa
for atudent. of the National Technical Institute for the Deaf, by
the u •• of captions.
De Graff, Jerome V. and Seebach, James R., "Project Adelante Meets
the Planetariua," Museum News, 51 (Dec.), pp. 30 - 31. Project
Adelute is a federally-funded bilinqual education proqrUl of the
Rochester City (NY) School Dutrict. The Strasenburqh Planetariua
in cooperation with the project developed a bilingual adaptation
of a regular kindergarten to third qrade planetariua presentation.
A description is given of the bilingual planetariua prOCjram and
it. plannedextenaion to the secondary level.
Del ChaIIberlain, Von, "Planetariua Proqram.ing for the General Public,"
TIlE PLAlIE'!ARIAlI, !. (June), pp. 15 - 18. Chapter Ifroa "Principles
of Planetaria. Operation" (to be serialized) is presented. Topics
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include: selection of topics, researching the topic, format and
sequencing, and writing the program.
Del Chamberlain, Von, "Planetarium Programming for the General Public,"
THE PLANETARIAN, 1 (Sep.), pp. 47 - 50. The second segment of chapter I from "princIples of Planetarium Operation" is presented.
Topics include: preparinqthe program, recorded and live, completing the program, presentations, and evaluation.
Del Chamberlain, Von, "Planetarium Programming for the General Public,"
THE PLANETARIAN, 1 (Dec.), pp. 79 - 82. The last segment of chapter I from "princIples of Planetarium Operation" is presented. The
narration of a sample program, "Journey Through the Universe," is
given along with media notes.
Guilbert, Edward Hunt, "A Standardized Test in Collegiate Descriptive
Astronomy on Selected Concepts Which Can Be Demonstrated in the
Planetarium," unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of
Southern Mississippi, 1972. A standardized test was developed for
collegiate descriptive astronomy on selected concepts which can be
demonstrated in the planetarium. The 43 i tam test has KuderRichardson Formula 20 reliability of 0.7441. An "Examiner's Manual" and normative data are available.
Harrison, Phillip, "The Vanderbuilt Planetarium," Sky and Telescope,
44 (Aug.), pp. 72 - 76. A description is given of the Vanderbuilt
Planetarium, Long Island, NY (Goto J. H. S. CUstom) and 9las6lined Observatory (Ealing 16 inch Casseqrain reflector). An "optional program" is availa~le to schools or groups that wish to
prepare their own demonstrations or laboratory exercises. A total
of 21 graded presentations are available to local schools.
Jamison, Marion Merle, "A Consideration of the Planetarium and the
Lecturer as Agents to Effect Change in Administrators Regarding
Social Attitudes in the School and Community," unpublished doctoral
dissertation, University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign, 1912.
A "Computer Research study into area of learning theory, attitudes,
community participation: Developments, innovations and change, and
finance; by using the planetarium and the lecturer to affect
change among some administrators in the caamunity regarding social
issues." A pre-test question/statement response form of 40 items
was given to 228 coaaunity leaders. The administrators later attended a transcription tape program dealing with the man's relationship with the universe. The same test attitude sampling
statements were administered following a 40 minute presentation in
the planetarium chamber.
Jettner, Frank, itA Directory of Institutions Offering Coursevork in
Planetarium Education," THE PLANE'l'ARIAN, !. (June), pp. 24 +. A
list is presented of 14 institutions that offer some coursework in
planetarium education. A short description is given of each program along with the address.
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Jettner, Frank C. and Soroka, John J., "The Planetarium in Modern
Science Education,· Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences,
!2! (Aug.), pp. 178 - 191. A report is given of the growth and
distribution of planetariums in the United States, the academic
training of planetarium personnel, and planetarium programs. It
is stated that a communication gap exists between the professional
astronomer and planetarium personnel who act as local spokesman
for the astronomical profession. Paper was delivered at the
International Conference on Education in and History of Modern
Astronomy which was sponsored by the American Astronomical Society
and the New York Academy of Sciences.
Knapp, Richard S •. , "Graduate Training at North Carolina, THE PLANETARIAN, 1 (Dec.), p. 85. A description is given of the University
of North-Carolina Morehead Planetarium/Observatory Graduate
Trainee Program in Planetarium Administration and Education.
If

Norton, O. Richard, "The Technical Side," THE PLANETARIAN, 1 (June),
p. 23. A discussion is given of the technical aspects involved
in the production of a circular motion special effects projector.
First of four such articles.
Norton, o. Richard, "The Technical Side," THE PLANETARIAN, 1 (Sep.),
p. 59. A discussion is given of the technical aspects involved
in the production of a linear motion special effects projector.
Norton, o. Richard, "The Technical Side," THE PLANETARIAN, 1 (Dec.),
pp. 89 - 90. A discussion is given of an oval motion projector
which produces a simulated elliptical motion.
Perkins, Ken, '''Teaching English in a Planetarium," Ohio Schools, 50
(Feb.), pp. 22 - 23. A description is given of the Tom sawyer-program performed at the Vandalia Junior High Planetarium (Viewlex,
Venus).
sparks, Jeff, "Busman I s Holiday in Moscow," THE PLANETARIAN, 1 (Dec.),
pp. 75 - 77. A short description is given of the moon planetarium
(Zeiss IV, Jena). The Schedule includes several different programs
each day_
Spitz, Armand at CAPE, 1970, THE PLANETARIAN, 1 (June), p. 7. A tr.anscript of a portion of the tape recorded message from Armand Spitz
to the participants at the 1970 CAPE meeting is given.
stamper, W. Robert, "A Planetarium. Program," Amencan Biology Teachers,
~ (Sep.), p. 351. A description is given of a program for biology
students on the formation of the Solar System with a emphasis on
the heterotroph hypothesis for the origin of life.
sullivan, Michall, "Planetariums Flip Their Lids" MUseum News, 51
Nov.). A description is given of the Reuben ~. Fleet Space Theater
Spitz STA) in San Diego, California.
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Victor, Robert C., "How Well Do Your Planets Move?" THE PLANETARIAN,
! (Dec.), pp. 84 - 85. A system is described for checking the
short run accuracy of the annual motion system of a planetarium
projector. A table of events (1973) is given to use as a test.
The author wishes. to make a comparative study of annual motion
systems of various planetariums.
Wieser, S., "The Calgary Centennial Planetarium," THE PLANETARIAN, !.
(Sep.), p. 44. A description is given of the Calgary (Alberta,
Canada) Planetarium (Zeiss, Jena) and Community Cultural Center.

1973
De Vries, Lois J., "The Creative Press Release," THE PLANETARIAN, ~
(Mar.), p. 32. Hints are given on the way to advertise and generate interest in planetarium programs by means of press
releases.
Lunetta, Donald M., "Let's Not Jilt the Tilt," THEPLANETARIAN, ~
(Mar.), pp. 26 - 30. An examination is presented of some of the
major characteristics of the tilted and flat-horizon projection
domes.
McDonald, Donald. "The Minolta Planetarium," THE PLANETARIAN, 3. (Mar.),
pp. 14 - 15. A brief description is given of the Minolta Planetarium (Minolta MS-lS) at the De Anza College in Cupertino, California.
Norton, o.
p. 34.
duction
tion of

Richard, "The Technical Side, THE PLANETARIAN, 3. (Mar.),
The fourth and final article in the Series on the proof motions in the planetarium. Deals with the producsymmetrical and apparently random motions.
It

Reed, George, "Design for a School Planetarium," Science Activities,
9 (May), pp. 20 - 24. A survey of educational research and lit~rature is provided along with guidelines for designing a planetarium that will reflect the educational philosophy and curriculum
of the purchasing school. Comparison tables of planetarium
instruments and domes are included.
Schultz, Ora Ann, "Planetarium Astronomy for the Hearing - Impaired,"
Science Teacher, 40 (Apr.), pp. 45 - 46. A description is given
of word projecting methods for planetarium programs for children
with speech and hearing impairments.
Salzman, David M., "The Use of Music in the Planetarium," THE PLANETARIAN, 2 (Mar.), pp. 17 - 18. The first segment of Chapter 2
from "pri;ciples of Planetarium Operation" concern the use of
music. Part 1 describes planetarium sound systems. Part 2 describes the use of music and sound effects for planetarium pro-
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grams.

Part 3 considers the selection for a program.

Yarian, Alton, "Pointing's The Way - For Image Projection.," Science
Teacher, 40 (May), pp. 62 - 65. Pointing, or Point-Source, is a
projectiontechnique involving no lenses. Its zoom capabilities
exceed those of a zoom lens, and projection can take place 360
degrees horizontally and more than 180 degrees in a vertical plane.
Several planetarium applications are described. This paper was
chosen for a NSTA 1973 Star Award.

Planetariums On Parade

PAID ADVERTISING

6 kids are playing
Tag, one of them be ing IT.
If neither Anna nor Ben are IT,
neither are Cherry nor Edna. If

neither Anna nor Edna are IT, neither
1s Ferdie. If neither Edna nor Ferdie are
IT, neither are Anna nor Daniel.
So who is IT?

Meet Sammy, The logic nut, and his pals. Puzzle with
Sid Sleuth over "Who Killed John-. Join "The Seance".
Adventure with Super Sneak, the absent-minded master
spy. The grand finale is A Puzzle of Horror". Have
L(x;IC FUN with sports puzzles, jukebox quickies,
arithmet ic variat ions, etc., etc. 40 a.ll new and
original logic puzzles - simple elimination types
to use of symbolic logic.
It

Order toda.y for only $1.50 per copy. prepaid.
Quantity discounts available. Please write to:
FRANK C. JiTTNER

777 Park Avenue
Albany, N.Y. 12208

